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Cryptocurrency uses are limited to tech people worldwide because of its underlying technology. 

Ordinary people can only dream of investing and earning in cryptocurrency as their limited knowledge 

of technology pushes them behind. But not now. Our mission is to provide Decentralized, highly 

secured and user-friendly crypto payment solutions through our well-equipped decentralized 

financial ecosystem

Through our products, users can use cryptocurrency just like they use their money. We have created a 

full-fledged ecosystem where ordinary people can easily buy, sell, exchange, purchase and use 

cryptocurrency to fulfill their household needs like paying bills, booking a hotel room and sharing a 

ride.

This whitepaper is solely written for the purpose of providing information regarding our products and 

services. We have pushed our limits to provide you with the never-seen benefits of using crypto. We 

are proud to say that all our products are convenient, use modern technology and aim to solve issues 

like transparency and security of the traditional financial system.

Our entire suite of products is specially designed to be used by ordinary people like you and us. 

We have a single mission - crypto for everyone. We welcome you to be a part of our community and we 

highly recommend you to go through the complete document to get a better understanding of our 

portfolio.

This whitepaper tours you to all the technical aspects of our products and services and enlightens you 

with the never-ending benefits of using our platform.

Abstract
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VynkPay is a decentralized crypto wallet that supports 

multiple blockchains, including Ethereum, Polygon, Binance 

smart chain and Solana etc. VynkPay can be downloaded and 

installed like any other mobile app on your mobile phone. It 

is available for both iOs and Android users.

VynkPay is also going to be available as a browser plugin for 

chrome and Mozilla. VynkPay is a single-step solution for all your crypto needs. VynkPay users 

can also access various DApps without leaving their comfort room. They can buy, invest, and swap 

crypto with just a few taps.

About VynkPay
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With VynkPay, sending and receiving crypto is as handy and 

straightforward as making a mobile payment. It is an app that 

provides the functionality to send crypto using a mobile number or 

by scanning a QR code while maintaining privacy and security 

within the system.

There are over 130+ cryptocurrencies are about to list on our 

platform. Users can send, exchange, and purchase any of the 

listed cryptocurrencies in a matter of minutes using our app.

Decentralized App

Crypto Payments App

V

V



Easy and Convenient: Get access to your  

assets as a whole at your fingertips.

 On-the-Spot Transfer: Gone are those days 

when we need to wait for several minutes to  

complete a crypto transaction. Now send 

and Receive crypto instantly using our app 

and receive quick updates of every 

transaction on your mobile number.

 Recharge and Pay your Bills in Crypto: 

Amazed? Yes, it’s true. Users can pay for 

their electricity bills, gas bills and other 

bills in crypto only on the VynkPay app.

 Create Multiple Accounts: VynkPay users 

can create multiple accounts within the app 

and use them for a specific purpose.

Benefits
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VYNK CHAIN - VYNC

VYNC token is the native token of the VYNK 

Ecosystem. It is a polygon based token empowering 

the VYNC kingdom. The circulating supply of the 

VYNC tokens is estimated at 39 million.
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    VYNCONOMICS

Founding Team

Ecosystem Reserves Advisors & Investors

Community Reserve 

(25,000,000 VYNC)  

 (20,000,000 VYNC)

(15,000,000 VYNC) (25,000,000 VYNC)

Marketing & Community 

(14,000,000 VYNC)
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  Community Reserve : 25,000,000 VYNC

The 25 million VYNC issued to early participant are available

In circulation without a lock-up period.

Founding Team : 20,000,000 VYNC

The 20 million VYNC held by the founders and the team were locked for 2 years then 10% of the 20 

Million will be released in every quarter. During the lock-up period, the holders could not transfer or 

sell their VYNC. 

Advisors & Investors : 15,000,000 VYNC 

The 15 million VYNC held by the advisors and investors were locked for 18 Months then 10% of the 

15 Million will be released in every quarter. During the lock-up period, the holders could not transfer 

or sell their VYNC.

 Ecosystem Reserve : 25,000,000 VYNC

The 25 million VYNC held for the ecosystem reserve were locked. 10% of the 25 Million will be 

released in every quarter. During the lock-up period, the holders could not transfer or sell their VYNK.

Marketing & Community : 14,000,000 VYNC

In order to attract more users into the VYNC ecosystem, 14 million VYNC tokens are allocated for 

marketing and community rewards.

NOTE : The smart contract won't mint more than the maximum supply of 99 Millions. 



VYNKSAFE offers a one-stop solution for all your crypto 

investment needs. VYNKSAFE is a centralized and 

decentralized crypto trading platform along with crypto 

banking features. Features include Trading, p2p, crypto 

savings account, Launch Pad, AirDrops, swap, staking of 

crypto assets.
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VYNKSAFE Features:

 Trading  :  Users can easily buy, sell and trade crypto at our website with minimum gas charges.

 P2P : VYNKSAFE offers a global Peer-2-Peer trading platform for its users, where they can 

privately exchange their crypto assets with another without the involvement of any middlemen.

 Crypto Savings Account : Users can open a crypto savings account and have the privilege of 

banking benefits for their crypto portfolio.

 LaunchPad : Raise capital for your newborn blockchain project before launching it into the 

market and get hitched to numerous fabulous investors through VYNKSAFE  LaunchPad.

 Airdrops : Participate in airdrops on our platform and be the first one to enjoy the fruit of         

success with us.
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 Swap : Users can swap their crypto assets from one to another on their fingertips with Multi       

blockchain Decentralized swap feature 

 Satking : Users can stake their assets for a period of time and earn staking benefits from them.

Safety is the bottleneck of every Defi protocol in the crypto space today. Apart from many features that 

every Defi protocol has, VYNKSAFE offers some attractive features to its users that make it 

incomparable to any other Defi protocol in the crypto era.  VYNKSAFE, the name itself, has “SAFE” in it. 

We strive hard to bring all fantastic features under one umbrella so that you need not roam around 

other apps while planning to dive into the crypto kingdom.

VYNKSAFE is designed to deliver the best of all Decentralized Finance apps while solving some of the 

major problems of the Defi space like high slippage, high transaction fees, and accessibility.



VYNK ULTRA CHAIN is an open-chain, high-

performance, permissionless blockchain. It is 

designed to provide lightning-speed transactions 

at an unbelievable gas fee. Ultra Chain is equipped 

with all tools and techniques required to dive into 

the whole new world of Decentralized Finance.

With Ultra Chain Network, developers get a best-in-

class platform to create and deploy dapps with 

lower transaction costs, faster transaction speed, 

and better scalability. Ultrachain provides 

interoperability and interconnectivity between 

blockchains without involving any third party 

creating a more secure, trusted, and big room for 

developing decentralized apps.

VYNK ULTRA CHAIN is made to be compatible with 

Ethereum and other networks so as to allow easy 

integration and development of decentralized 

apps. VYNK ULTRACHAIN uses a unique scaling 

solution and powerful consensus algorithm to 

perform secured and faster online transactions.

Ultra Chain supports Metaverse and NFTs too. 

Developers can create NFTs and games using ultra 

chain networks to provide users with a real-life 

experience in a virtual world.

VYNK ULTRACHAIN
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VYNK STORE is a marketplace where users can purchase both physical and virtual goods underneath 

blockchain technology. Users can shop for various household products, cosmetic products, well-

being products, NFT,s and much more from the comfort of their homes. Users from around the world 

can order from VYNK STORES and can pay in fiat and crypto.

Features of VYNK STORES:

 Cost Savings: Payments made through VYNC tokens can save users time and cost and there is 

no need to go through banking systems to process a transaction which in turn saves time and 

money.

 More Access to Global Customers: Having a single payment system globally is not a given, 

VYNK STORE’s provides more access to customers from around the world by creating a single 

crypto payment solution, which is easy, fast, and reliable.

 Products for All: We sell products of all brands and in all categories. Users can choose their 

favorite brand-specific product from our store and choose to deliver it to their place or can send 

it to surprise their loved ones.

VYNK STORES has strived to create a decentralized shopping experience that caters to customers who 

love crypto. VYNK STORES aims to provide an incredible shopping experience to its users by allowing 

them to shop anonymously in an easy-to-navigate environment.

Users can make purchases through our VYNK STORES website or can download our app available for 

android users to get a decentralized shopping experience at their fingertips.
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Road Map
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Road Map
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The Team Behind The Project

We are a team of blockchain developers and testers from India with an industry experience of more 

than 15 years. We possess a strong background in developing smart contracts and working on 

blockchain technology. We have worked round the clock to provide our customers with an unbeatable 

experience backed with blockchain technology.

We are led by highly experienced, far-sighted, enthusiastic leaders who hold more than 15 years of 

experience in software development. We all work towards a single mission to make crypto easy for 

everyone using our highly secured, user-friendly products.

DISCLAIMER
This document is for informational purposes only. This document is a summary of VYNK GROUP 

products and services and the information given here is selective and subject to update, revision, or 

expansion.

This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, VYNC or nor does 

it amount to a commitment by VYNK to make such an offer or solicitation at present or an indication of 

our willingness to make such an offer in the future. This document is not, and should not be 

considered as legal or financial advice. Readers should conduct their own research and analyze the 

information written herein and are advised to seek professional advice relating to the legal, financial, 

taxation, technological, and other implications of matters herein.
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